3rd Training School of IMPRESS

Broodstock management / Entrepreneurship, commercialization and intellectual property rights

Time and Location

October 18 - 26, 2016

International Environmental Educational, Advisory and Information Centre of Water Protection
MEVPIS Vodňany
Na Valše 207, 389 01 Vodňany, Czech Republic

Registration

Register by e-mail to Mrs. Klára Nachlingerová, knachlingerova@frov.jcu.cz, mention your full name, requests for accommodation (more details below), details of your flight ticket or schedule of your travel to Vodňany and mobile phone contact.

Registration fee for ESR is 1000 EUR (800 EUR local ESRs).
The workshop attendees having flights to Prague Airport will have a possibility to use transport provided by the Faculty of Fisheries and Protection of Waters USB. Based on landing time of your flights we will organise shuttle buses from the Prague Airport on October 17 and during the workshop (for lecturers). You will get info about the departure of a shuttle bus from the Prague Airport by e-mail. The shuttle buses will be coordinated by Volodymyr Bondarenko, Coordinator of MEVPIS events, phone contact for urgent requests (changes of flights and landing times, delay caused by lost luggage etc.) is +420 724 504 922.

In case you come earlier than on October 17 do not hesitate to ask for help with transport or use commercial transport services e.g. Student Agency https://www.studentagency.eu/en/. Contact us in case of bad connection from Písek or České Budějovice – help with transport will be provided.

In a case you decide to use your private cars or taxi to travel to Vodňany go to the MEVPIS located at following GPS coordinates: 49°9’8.269”N, 14°10’41.617”E. You are supposed to come to the end of the street “ŘÍČNÍ ULICE” tagged as “UL. ŘÍČNÍ” at the crossroad with the street “MLÝNSKÁ”, in the case that you use the GPS device assistance use the “ŘÍČNÍ ULICE” for the GPS device setup.

49°9’8.269”N, 14°10’41.617”E
Říční ulice, Vodňany
The MEVPIS centre with the accommodation capacity of 35 beds and with its modern equipment is very suitable for organizing seminars or conferences. There are 16 double rooms, a double room with a wheelchair access and a single room. All rooms are equipped with a private bathroom and a Wi-Fi connection. There is a common room with a TV, a fridge, a microwave oven and a kettle and an infrasauna available for guests.

The ESRs are supposed to share rooms to fit to the capacity of the MEVPIS with all ESR, PI and lecturers. Payment for accommodation is a part of the registration fee as well as a basic catering – breakfasts, lunches. In your registration e-mail please mention your requests for the accommodation and inform us in your registration e-mail if you have any food limitations or preferences.

Contact for person responsible for facility is: Volodymyr Bondarenko, Coordinator of MEVPIS events, +420 724 504 922.

In case of special demands commercial services of the Hotel Prajer http://www.hotelprajer.cz/ubytovani-jizni-cechy can be recommended. Inform us in the case that you decide to book your rooms in the hotel.
There is a map showing placement of different infrastructures of the Faculty of Fisheries and Protection of Waters USB in Vodňany.

A) Deans office, Research institute of Fish Culture and Hydrobiology, B) MEVPIS, C) Genetic Fisheries Center
D) Experimental Fish Culture Facility, E) Pond Area

Contacts

**Vojtěch Kašpar**  
University of South Bohemia  
Faculty of Fisheries and Protection of Waters  
Zátiší 728/II, 389 25 Vodňany,  
Czech Republic  
M/ +420 725 917 295  
E/ vkaspar@frov.jcu.cz

**Klára Nachlingerová**  
MEVPIS  
Na Valše 207, 389 01 Vodňany,  
Czech Republic  
M/ +420 737 221 931  
E/ knachlingerova@frov.jcu.cz

**Volodymyr Bondarenko**  
MEVPIS  
Na Valše 207, 389 01 Vodňany,  
Czech Republic  
M/ +420 724 504 922  
E/ vbondarenko@frov.jcu.cz